An SRN Based Approach for Performance Evaluation of Network Layer in Mobile Ad hoc Networks
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Abstract
The application of mobile ad hoc networks in emergency and critical cases need a precise and formal performance evaluation of these networks. Traditional simulators like NS-2 and OPNET usually need considerable time for producing high-level performance metrics. Also, there is no theoretical background for mentioned simulators. In this research, we propose a framework for performance evaluation of mobile ad hoc networks. The presented framework points to the network layer of MANETs using Stochastic Reward Nets modeling tool as a variation of Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets. Based on the decomposition technique, it encompasses two separate models: one for analysis of data flowing process and the other for the modeling routing process. For verifying the presented model, an equivalence-based method is applied. The proposed model has been quantified by deriving two performances metrics as the Packet Delivery Ratio and End-to-end Delay. The results show the obtained values from the presented model well matched to the values generated from the NS-2 simulator with considerable shorter execution time.
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1. Introduction
Mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) is a dynamic and scalable type of networks, which is free from the constraints of infrastructure. Mobile ad hoc networks are becoming very attractive and useful in many kinds of communication and networking applications. This is due to their efficiency, the simplicity of installation and use, low relative cost, and the flexibility provided by their dynamic infrastructure [1]. High performance is a fundamental goal in designing communication systems such as MANETs. Therefore, the performance evaluation of ad hoc networks is needed to compare various network architectures and protocols for their performance and to study both the effect of varying network parameters and the interaction between them [2,3]. It should be noted that most researches accomplished in the area of MANETs performance evaluation, utilized broadband of Discrete Event Simulators (DES) such as NS2 [4], OPNET [5], and GLOMOSIM [6]. The principal drawback of DES models is the time and resources needed to run such models for large realistic systems, especially when highly accurate results (i.e., narrow confidence intervals) are desired. In some cases, the results also differ from one simulator to another [7].

In addition to a large amount of computation time, it is challenging to study high-level typical specifications such as deadlock and concurrency in MANETs using DES. This is because the network simulators implement the network at a low level of abstraction and specifications at a higher level cannot be supported well. Also, the most critical challenge that simulators face is the lack of any scientific and dependable modeling tool for depicting the correctness of the model [8]. Due to the advantages of quick construction, numerical analysis, and the ability of high-level performance evaluation, analytical modeling techniques, such as stochastic Petri nets, process algebra, and Markovian modeling have been used for the performance analysis of communication systems.

However, there are a few practical issues associated with analytical modeling tools that need addressing. First of all, modeling a real system requires a detailed concept of model formalism and the description of the system. Modeling tools usually emphasis on the stochastic behaviors of the investigated system. The probability of a packet reaching the destination, the likelihood of possible routes and the probability of a link failure are essential to be investigated. State space explosion problem is another major problem for modeling most of the complicated systems. An analytical model that is designed for a system should have two specific characteristics. First, it should be detailed enough that describes all the features and behaviors of the investigated system. Second, the model should not contain too many places, which increase the possibility of trapping in the state explosion problem.

Petri nets [10], and its variations like Stochastic Petri Net, Generalized Stochastic Petri Net, Colored Petri Net and etc.) as a known modeling tool that our work is based on, currently are widely used for modeling computer networks. In the definition, it includes places which can
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point to the states of a system and tokens in each of them. The latter shows in which state a system is. Transitions along a pair of states represent system’s dynamics, which cause the events. It allows characters like synchronization, concurrency, conflict, and mutual exclusion, which are features of communication protocols.

Compared to mathematical and Markov chains models, stochastic Petri nets models can easily be modified to cope with changes in a modeled system [21]. Also, the effectiveness of stochastic Petri nets has been demonstrated for modeling complex communications protocols. E.g., this formalism can deal with more than one data stream at a time, which offers excellent clarity for modeling distributed and parallel systems [11].

There are two distinct approaches for modeling a communication system with Petri net. In the first approach, each real network workstation bounds to a place in the Petri net model. Data flow between workstations is represented via a transition in Petri net. However, the main issue in this modeling approach is that the size (i.e., a high number of nodes), which usually leads to the state explosion problem that affects the performance of the proposed model.

For evaluating the performance of a network with the Petri net model, it is recommended to apply a behavioral approach, rather than considering each network node as a Petri net place. In this approach, the number of nodes in the network does not affect the structure (i.e., size) of the proposed model. The model considers the functionality of each node and the interaction between them. In this paper, a representation of a behavioral framework for performance analysis of a mobile ad hoc network is proposed, which is based on the concept of decomposition using Stochastic Reward nets (SRN) with the emphasis on the behaviors of a node in the network layer.

2. Related Works

There are not too many investigations, performed on performance evaluation of mobile ad hoc networks using analytical modeling. Most of the literature use analytical modeling tools like the Markovian model, and a few of them use Petri net. Here, we performed a brief review of some significant research conducted in this area.

In [12] the authors modeled all stations in an IEEE 802.11 based WLAN in one SPN model. The complete model was solved using simulation because it was too large for direct analytical analysis, due to state space explosion. Although the authors introduced two compact analytical models, they did not include some aspects of the IEEE 802.11 DCF protocol.

An approximate stochastic Petri net model for ad hoc network was presented in [13]. The proposed model tried to take advantage of the symmetry between nodes by describing the behavior of one node under a workload that is generated by the whole network. The SPN model consists of two subnets: incoming and outgoing subnets. The incoming subnet represents the processing of packets received from other nodes, whereas the outgoing subnet models the transmission of packets generated in the current node. The model is so simple and seems not to be able to represent detailed characteristics of mobile ad hoc network. Xiong et al. [14] modeled and simulated ad hoc routing protocol using colored Petri Nets (CPNs). They used topology approximation mechanism to solve the problem of topology changes, which is an essential character of ad-hoc network. Ciardo et al. [15] modeled a scalable, high speed interconnect, which is a continuous hexagonal mesh-like wired network, with stochastic Petri Nets. They presented both exact and tractable approximate SPN model and compared it with simulation results based on CPNs. In [9] the authors perform a performance study of the distributed coordination function of 802.11 networks. They also illustrate the different classes of Petri Nets used for modeling network protocols and their robustness in modeling based formal methods. Their proposed model uses on Object-oriented Petri Nets for modeling IEEE 802.11b which considers Back-Off procedure and time synchronization. Then, performance analyses are evaluated by simulation for a dense wireless network and compared with other measurements approaches. Their model assessed using different metrics such as collision rates, the transition time. It does not mention how the performance metrics are derived from the model.

The authors in references [2,21] performed the most serious work for performance evaluation of mobile ad hoc network using Petri net. They proposed a general framework for performance analysis of MANET using SRN; a variation of GSPN. The model consists of two separate models for Data Link and network layer in addition to three mathematical models for spotting nodes behaviors in MANET. In their proposed SRN model for the network layer, there is no sign of routing protocol which is the most drawback of this job. Also, the model is only investigated on a single performance metric as Goodput.

In [7, 16] the authors present a node based Petri-net simulation model of a wireless mobile ad hoc network. They claim that the model covers all the fundamental aspects of the behavior of a network and uses a novel scheme of orientation-dependent (or sector-dependent) internode communication, with random states of links. Their proposed scheme enables the representation of reliability aspects of wireless communication, such as fading effects, interferences, the presence of obstacles and weather conditions. The simulation model was implemented in terms of a class of extended Petri nets to explicitly represent parallelism of events and processes in the WLAN as a distributed system. Because the presented model was a node-based model, it suffers from the state explosion problem along increasing in the number of nodes.

Also, in some investigations like [8,17], a class of Petri net is used the name as Fuzzy-Petri net, in which a type of fuzzy inference accomplished for firing each transition. In [8] the authors proposed a secure routing protocol for mobile ad hoc network based on fuzzy Petri modeling tool. In their presented approach, each network
node assigned to a place in the Petri net model. The link between any pair of nodes modeled by a transition. For each transition, four distinct fuzzy parameters are assigned to encounter the security levels of links and influenced nodes. The firing of each transition produces a security coefficient propagated along with the link from source to destination. For a network with a large number of nodes, this usually leads to the state explosion problem.

3. Stochastic Reward Nets

Basically, (SRN) is a kind of GSPN formalism [11]. GSPN is also innovated based on SPNs. SPN [10] is a class of Petri net in which, a firing delay is associated with each transition. Then, the transitions will fire after a probabilistic delay determined by a random variable. Stochastic Petri Nets were mainly proposed for quantitative analysis (performance evaluation) of the complex discrete event systems. A stochastic Petri net is defined with a five-tuple; SPN = (P, T, F, M0, Λ), where

- \( P \) : is a set of states, called places.
- \( T \) : is a set of transitions.
- \( F \) : where \( F \subset (P \times T) \cup (T \times P) \) is a set of flow relations called "arcs" between places and transitions (and between transitions and places).
- \( M0 \) : is the initial marking
- \( Λ \) : is the array of firing rates, \( λ \) associated with the transitions. The firing rate, a random variable, can also be a function \( λ(M) \) of the current marking.

In Generalized Stochastic Petri net (GSPN), each transition has an associated firing time, which can be zero (immediate transition) or exponentially distributed with a parameter dependent on the marking (timed transition). Automatically, an immediate transition has priority over timed transitions. Timed transitions have exponential distribution firing time function with rate \( λ \). Having a transition with a constant time \( T \), the firing rate is set to \( 1/T \). Furthermore; GSPN uses the advantage of inhibitor arcs. This arc joins a transition to a place with a tiny circle sticking to place. For firing this transition, no token should be held in directed place. This simple ability causes a produced model more powerful with a fewer number of places and transitions. SRNs as a superset of GSPNs increases the modeling power of the GSPN by adding guard functions, marking dependent arc multiplicities, general transition priorities, and reward rates at the net level. A guard function is a Boolean function associated with a transition. Whenever the transition satisfies all the input and inhibitor conditions in a marking \( M \), the guard is evaluated. The transition is considered enabled only if the guard function evaluates to true. Marking dependent arc multiplicities allow either the number of tokens required for the transition to be enabled, or the number of tokens removed from the input place, or the number of tokens placed in an output place to be a function of the current marking of the PN. Such arcs are called variable cardinality arcs. As the simplest way, in each SRN model, a set of performance metrics can be derived using a combination of specifications related to transitions and places. For transitions, characteristics like, Throughput: which is the number of times the transition fires per time unit and Probability of firing is used. Average marking and Steady-state distribution of tokens are also used for spotting characteristics of places. The combination of evaluation tools directly depends on the modeled system and may vary from one system to another. Each graphical SRN model also has structurally algebraic properties known as P-Invariant and T-Invariant. Those could usually represent high-level behaviors of a system which is modeled by Petri net [10, 11].

4. Model Description

The topology of MANET is highly dynamic because of frequent mobility of nodes. Thus, there are many inter-dependent parameters, mechanisms, and phenomena which should be considered in the presented model. Two requirements should be fulfilled in advance to present an approach for the modeling and analysis of large-scale ad hoc network systems. First, the model should be elaborated in detail to express all network characteristics that have a significant impact on its performance. This leads to a model with a large number of Places and Transitions which may trap in the state explosion problem. Second, it should be simple enough to be scalable, analyzable and also recognizable. It is clear that these two requirements are contradictory. Therefore, the approximate model presented based on the idea of decomposition [28]. In this technique, the model decomposes into two or more sub-models that are solved iteratively. The approximated model should work with a large number of nodes and basically describes the behavior of one node under a given workload that is generated by the whole ad hoc network. The approximated model covers all necessary activities from incoming and outgoing subnet representing different behaviors of nodes from the perspective of a single node in the network layer. Despite general network parameters, routing protocol has a significant impact on the generated model.

Regarding AODV as the selected routing protocol, there are two distinct flows in a network. A flow for finding a path from the source node to the destination is known as the routing process and a kind of flow for delivering the data packet to a destination known as the data flow process. These two processes differ in a way that the latter uses a ready route that is produced by the first model. This inspired us to decompose the overall model into two separate models for data flow and routing process. Those are presented in figures 1&3. In both models, the places are the mappings of nodes’ states in a network. Timed transitions stand for the required time for performing a task in the network. As an example, the time needed for delivering a packet from a node to its neighbor is represented by a timed transition.
Immediate transitions are also used for declaring a conflict or choice in network behavior. The probabilities associated with these conflict transitions, a well-defined probability function should be assigned to each transition which is deduced from network behaviors.

A firing rate of transition or its probability can be obtained from network standards specifications or mathematical calculations. Sub-sections 4-1 and 4-2 give precise and detailed information for both models with the values associated with parameters.

4.1 SRN Model for Modeling Network Data Flow

As it is illustrated in Figure 1, the model which is designed for data flow process encompasses two sections, inspired by [2] the two mentioned sections considered for spotting incoming and out-going data flows.

Out-coming flow directs to the actions performed for generating a packet in a node and delivering it to the destination. This flow started with the transition \( T_{\text{out}} \) in figure 1. The firing rate of this transition equals \( \lambda \) which is a network parameter, and it is the same as the packet generation rate in a network. Packets are usually generated using CBR traffic, and its rate can be interpreted as \( \lambda \). A generated packet needs to buffer space for starting its routing process.

![Fig. 1. SRN model for network data flow inspired by [2]](image)

This is shown using place \( P_{w_{db}} \) indicating packets which are waiting for occupying a buffer in the current node for flowing their data.

If there is at least one token from \( K \) supposed buffer space in network layer standard, this transition would be fired and flows the token to the place \( P_{\text{err}} \). Due to modeling issues, we investigate a network with established routes and ignored the first routing process which is needed at the beginning of a network lifetime. For an established route, there is a probability of route failure which is due to nodes movements or other issues. This is represented by \( T_{\text{fail}} \) which its firing rate is deduced from [18]. The authors in this research proposed a Petri net model for path connection availability for multihop ad hoc network. They investigated the effects of transmission range, network size, data transmission rate, and routing protocol. After occurrence a failure, a new routing process is needed which is shown using transition \( T_{\text{route}} \). The required time for this transition is derived from the routing process model introduced in section 4 (B).

Along specifying route toward the destination and completing the routing process, the generated packet should be sent to the next node through the Data Link layer. A token, in this case, injected to the place \( P_{\text{MAC}} \) which indicates that the MAC layer is ready for transmitting the data packet to the next ongoing node. IEEE 802.11 DCF as a known Data Link protocol is responsible for the nodes coordination in this layer. Despite, the advanced technique which is used in this protocol, a collision may occur for sending packets through a common channel in a neighbor area. The probability associated for this probability which is shown using the choice \( (T_{\text{err}}-T_{\text{err}}) \) is derived from an investigation performed in [21]. Also, the required time for transitions \( T_{\text{send}} \) and \( T_{\text{CBK}} \) Which stand as the time needed for sending a data packet and sending Call Back error is also derived from this research. For incoming section, in AODV routing protocol, if a node receives a data packet which has no unexpired route for, it drops the Packet immediately. Otherwise, it delivers the packet to the MAC layer for sending the received packet to the next hop node in route toward the destination. The two possible outcomes are represented with a choice structure using transitions \( T_{\text{ra}} \) and \( T_{\text{rma}} \). As stated, in our presented model it is supposed that all routes are initialized. Then, \( T_{\text{rma}} \) shows the event that a route is disturbed because of nodes movements or other conditions which may occur in a route failure.

The probability associated with \( T_{\text{rma}} \) is derived from our previous study in [3]. Then \( T_{\text{ra}} \) would be as \( 1- T_{\text{rma}} \). As another parameter, the firing rate of transition \( T_{\text{ra}} \) should be defined. This transition points to the data traffic which is forwarded toward a node for sending it to the next consequent node in an established route. The firing rate of this transition has direct relevance to the number of source nodes \( (M_{r}) \), their produced data traffic rate \( (\lambda) \) and the Packet Delivery Ratio \( (PDR) \) of each node in a route.

The obtained value is averaged entirely over the whole number of nodes in the network. The input \( \lambda \) data traffic rate that is produced from the source node along the path toward the destination.

![Fig. 2. The input \( \lambda \) data traffic rate that is produced from the source node along the path toward the destination](image)

The probability function should be assigned to each transition associated with these conflict transitions, a well-defined probability function which is deduced from network behaviors.

For an established route, there is a probability of route failure which is derived from an investigation performed in [21]. The \( \text{PDR} \) value in this equation calculated via equation 2. \( h \) points to the value of hop-count that its value produced from the instruction reported in [27]. \( \text{Thr}(T_{r}) \) points to the throughput value of transition \( T_{r} \).

\[
\text{rate}(T_{m}) = \frac{M_{r} \cdot \lambda \cdot (PDR_{1} + PDR_{2} + \ldots + PDR_{h-1})}{\text{Thr}(T_{send}) + (\text{Thr}(T_{out}) \times \text{Pr}(T_{ra}))}
\]

\[
PDR = \frac{\text{Thr}(T_{send})}{\text{Thr}(T_{out}) + (\text{Thr}(T_{out}) \times \text{Pr}(T_{ra}))}
\]
4.2 SRN Model for the Modeling Routing Process

For this section, the behavior of AODV routing protocol is modeled for finding a route to the destination. In AODV routing protocol, the routing process initiates through the propagation of RREQ messages to the neighbor’s nodes with a TTL number indicating the dissemination range of such RREQ propagation. This is decremented by one for each transmission of RREQ from one node to another. RREQ passes through nodes, in order to reach the destination. This process terminated by reaching a node has a valid route toward destination. The whole process is modeled in Figure 2. As it can be seen in this figure $T_{RREQ}$ initiates the routing process. After that, it puts the TTL number of tokens to the place $P_{TTL}$. Firing of transition $T_{TTL}$ also, decrement TTL count by one and sends the token to the place $P_{WR2}$ for determining path availability through routing table of the next nodes which are in one-hop communication of the current node.

According to [23] Supposing Random Way Point (RWP) as our selected mobility model, and totally $M$ number of nodes communicating in a network, the number of neighbor ($N$) in a neighbor area would be as equation 3.

$$N = N_{RWP}^{R} = \frac{\alpha^2}{3} \left(4 - 2p_r + p_r^2 \right) - \frac{4}{\pi} p_r^2 r_a - 3 \left(1 - p_r \right) r_a^2 \times \frac{\pi}{4} \times M$$

In this equation, $r_a$ points to the transmission range of each node, $A$ is network area, and $P_r$ denotes to the probability that a node in a specific time be in its pause time duration and calculated as $P_r = \frac{t_p}{t_p + E(T)}$.

In that $r_a$ points to the transmission range of each node, $A$ is network area, and $P_r$ denotes to the probability that a node in a specific time be in its pause time duration and calculated as $P_r = \frac{t_p}{t_p + E(T)}$.

Where $E(T)$ is also points to the expected time between two waypoints and estimated using the method introduced in [24] as equation 4. $\alpha$ stands for the network area dimension. $V_{max}$ and $V_{min}$ points to the nodes minimum and maximum speed, respectively. $t_p$ is also the ordinal pause time; the nodes stay in a position before moving to a new location. If all of the neighbor nodes act legitimately, there is a possibility that one or more of them have a route toward the destination and send back legitimate RREP. This is also represented by $T_{ra}$ and $T_{ra2}$. If one of the neighbor nodes has a valid route to the destination, the transition $T_{ra}$ would be fired. This probability has direct relevance to the routing table size of each node over the whole number of nodes. Note that each entry in a routing table points to the next hop node in a path along to the destination. Average routing table size is derived from an investigation performed in [24]. Form this explanation $Pr(T_{ra2})$ expressed as equation 5.

$$Pr(T_{ra2}) = \left( 1 - \frac{BT Thánh}{M} \right)^N$$

$$Pr(T_{ra2}) = 1 - Pr(T_{ra})$$

Place $P_{hop-count}$ preserved for counting average the number of hops toward destination. Also, a guard function specified to transition $T_{ra}$ indicating that it would not fire nevertheless any number of tokens remained in places $P_{wr2}$, $P_{legitimate}$, $P_{fu}$ and $P_{RREP}$. The time associated with transition $T_{RREQ}$ equals to the time needed for sending RREQ packet via a common broadcast channel. IEEE 802.11 DCF usually uses 2-handshake (BA) method for sending control packet toward the channel. In this approach, a node simply sends its low size data or control packet after a DIFS interval of sensing the channel free. Along receiving a packet from sender, the receiver node sends back an ACK frame to announce its successful reception after a SIFS interval of sensing the channel free. Then,

$$Time(T_{RREQ}) = T_{DIFS} + T_{SIFS} + T_{ACK} + T_{control packet}$$

$t_c$ equals to the time needed for sending packet $x$ via broadcasting in common channel. Also, the time needed for firing $T_{RREQ}$ equals to the time needed for sending back RREP packet toward the channel that missed the route. This is formulated as equation 7. $\#(P_{hop-count})$ stands for the average number of tokens in place $P_{hop-count}$.

$$Time(T_{RREQ}) = (t_{DIFS} + t_{SIFS} + t_{ACK} + t_{control packet}) \times \#(P_{hop-count})$$

The standard times $t_c$ which are used in equations 3, 4 derived from the Data Link layer standard [21]. The time required for firing $T_{route}$ in network data flow model which depends on rothe using process model derived using equation 8. In this equation TTL is the assigned value for Time To Live, $\#(P_{ttl})$ is the average number of tokens in place $P_{ttl}$. $Thr(T_{ttl})$ stands for firing throughput for the transition $T_{ttl}$. $T_{RREQ}$ is also the taken time for the sending a single RREP message.

$$Time(T_{route}) = \frac{TTL \times \#(P_{ttl}) + T_{RREP}}{Thr(T_{ttl})}$$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{DIFS}$</td>
<td>50 µs</td>
<td>$T_{cr}$</td>
<td>(112 + $p_{bit}$) bit 1 Mbp/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{SIFS}$</td>
<td>10 µs</td>
<td>$T_{ACK}$</td>
<td>(112 + $p_{bit}$) bit 1 Mbp/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{BTS}$</td>
<td>(160 + $p_{bit}$) bit 1 Mbp/s</td>
<td>$T_{data}$</td>
<td>(Data + $p_{bit}$) bit 2 Mbp/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Physical Header =192 bit
5. Performance Evaluation & Model Validation

For measuring performance metrics and showing the correctness of our model, an equivalence-based method is used. For doing that, two performance metrics are quantified in both NS-2 SPNP PIPE simulator. SPNP [19] is an analytical environment specifically for modeling SRN. It includes all required components with all methods for analyzing an SRN model. PDR and End-to-End delay are the two metrics which are used. By definition End-to-End delay refers to the time needed for sending a packet from source node to the destination. It includes three different times. 1) The initial time required for the routing process, 2) The time required for delivering the packet from source node to the next 1-hop communication in the path. 3) The time required for delivering a packet from an intermediate node to the next one as it reaches the destination. According to h hop count from the source node to the destination, the latter time will be multiplied to h. Then, the overall expression for the End-to-End delay metric is as equation 9. In that, the expression Time(T_{route}) expressed using equation 8 and the two latter times, is represented using little law.

\[
\text{End to End Delay} = \left[ \frac{\text{Time}(T_{route})}{\text{Thr}(T_{send})} \right] + \left[ \frac{k(F_{sub}) \times \text{Pr}(T_{sub})}{\text{Thr}(T_{send})} \right] + \left( k \times h - 1 \right)
\]  

(9)

Also, the PDR is defined as the percentage of the number of packets sent by a constant bit rate from a sources node per the number of received packets by sink/destination [25,26]. This performance evaluation parameter measures the delivery reliability, effectiveness, and efficiency of the routing protocol. The expression for this metric is expressed in equation 2 (previous section).

5.1 Implementation

In the implementation phase, in a specific NS-2 scenario, mobile nodes were chosen for moving in an area as 1000 × 1000 dimension using the random waypoints mobility model. They move with a speed that is uniformly selected from 0 to 20 in a network with 2Mb bandwidth. The pause time (\(T_P\)) is set to 120 (s). Each node has the transmission range of 250 m and carrier sensing range of 550 m. Network CBR is used to generate data packets. Four different packet generation rates (\(\lambda\)) investigated as 300 kbps, 600 kbps, 900 kbps, and 1.2 Mbps. Each metric is also investigated for 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100 numbers of nodes. The Routing protocol is set to AODV as our assumption. Network CBR is used to generate data packets. For each traffic generation rate (\(\lambda\)), the CBR amount is adjusted to match this value. The required time for computing equations 6,7 which is related to the firing rate of transitions \(T_{RREQ}\) and \(T_{RREP}\) is also derived from the Data Link Layer standard. The assigned times for the transitions \(T_{DIFS}, T_{SIFS}, T_{RTS}, T_{CTS}, T_{ACK}, T_{DATA}\) which are used in equations 6,7 are elaborated in Table 1. Also, the K value as a parameter of the SRN model which direct to the number of free buffer in a node is set to 64 which is a standard value. For NS-2 each of metrics value averaged from 10 runs of each scenario. This is because some considerable fluctuations have been seen in each run of a specific scenario in this environment. Figures 4 and 5 show obtained values for the performance metrics End-to-End delay and PDR respectively. The obtained values plotted versus number of nodes for both NS-2 and presented SRN model.
Fig. 5. PDR versus number of nodes using NS-2 and SRN model.
λ = a) 300 Kbps  b) 600 Kbps  c) 900 Kbps  d) 1.2 Mbps

As it is clear, for all metrics the values obtained from the proposed SRN model is well matched to the value obtained from NS-2. This can prove the correctness of the presented model and analysis.

As shown in figure 4, increasing in the number of nodes leads to higher waiting time for the nodes in order to transmit their data packets. Through preparing the results it is observed that increasing in the number of nodes, raises the probability of failure for forwarding a packet through the Data Link layer. Also rising the number of nodes makes more firing rate for the transition $T_{fail}$ which in turn cause more firing count for the transition $T_{route}$ in the model. Unlike, this phenomenon leads to a shorter firing time for the transition $T_{route}$. This is because increasing in the number of nodes leads to the more number of nodes in a neighboring area which raises the chance for a requester node to get RREP from one of its neighbors. This probability is shown using the choice structure ($T_{ra2} - T_{rna2}$) in the routing process model. Totally, the results show that the mentioned outcomes lead to a more End-to-End delay by increasing the number of nodes. Packet generation rate ($\lambda$) has a similar effect on this metric. This increase in the packet generation rate in the Data Link layer which leads to the more firing probability for the transition $T_{err}$. This also increases the firing rate for the transitions $T_{as}$ and $T_{out}$ which accumulate more tokens in place $T_{MMC}$. As our investigation, it does not effect on firing time of transition $T_{route}$.

As it is clear in Figure 5 it can be seen a decreasing trend for the PDR value, in terms of increasing in the number of nodes. For this metric, also the two distinct values obtained from SRN and NS-2 is jointly agreed together. Like previous, raising the number of nodes and packet generation rate, raises the probability of failure for forwarding a packet through the Data Link layer. This makes more firing rate for the transition $T_{fail}$ and raises the probability value for transition $T_{err}$. This gives lower firing throughput for the transition $T_{send}$ which reduces PDR value totally.

As our major claim about the spanned time for deriving performance metrics from the SRN model in comparison to the NS-2 network simulator, a brief discussion presented here about how long those are taken. For the SRN model, the solution time (the time needed to generate the Markov chains model and computing the required performance metrics) for both presented models is highly related to the number of generated states. The number of states of the data flowing process model is highly depended on firing rates of the transitions $T_{in}$, $T_{out}$, and $T_{fail}$. In its worst case, it doesn’t hit 30 (s). On the other hand, increasing in the number of nodes, growths the solving time in NS-2 simulator, exponentially. In some cases, it takes about one hour for generating a result from NS-2 network simulator.

6. Conclusions

In this research, an SRN model presented for performance evaluation of network layer in mobile ad hoc networks. The model encompasses two separate models. One model stands for data flow process and another for the routing process which is based on AODV routing protocol. For verifying the correctness of the presented model, an equivalence-based method used. For this matter, two known performance metrics as End-to-End Delay and PDR are derived from the model and compared to the values that are obtained from NS-2. The results showed that the values obtained from the presented SRN model well matched to the values driven from NS-2 results. This can show the correctness of the presented model. Spanned time was quite negligible for presented SRN model compared to the time needed for NS-2. The presented SRN model can be used and expanded more as a general framework for any analysis and extracting MANET behaviors in the future.
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